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ABSTRACT  

The essential worries of this examination paper 
are to analyze the ways that understudies who 
take after Higher National Diploma in English at 

Sri Lanka Institute of Advanced Technological 
Education-Kandy Campus, take a gander at taking in 
the English dialect and to check whether it is 
conceivable to impact those observations in a more 
hopeful way. This exploration paper begins with a 
general discourse of the part of English in the creating 
scene focusing on four powerful parts which the 
English dialect play in creating nations. They are: 
English as a pathway for accomplishment in Academic 
issues, as a pathway for getting worldwide openings 

for work, as a method for encouraging universal correspondence and as a medium for accomplishing 
worldwide instruction. The area which takes after talks about the situation of English in Sri Lanka. 
Next, the strategy of the exploration report is depicted and this is trailed by a definite talk of research 
discoveries. The paper closes with a rundown and conclusions.

KEYWORDS :perceptions, optimistic, communication, global, international.

INTRODUCTION
 The understudies who take after the Higher National Diplomas at the previously mentioned 
organize are chiefly from bring down working class families, a large portion of whom have gone to 
government schools. They have chosen these Higher National Diplomas as a second choice for college 
entrance, predominantly because of their failure to go into a National University in Sri Lanka. Despite 
the fact that they have learnt the dialect in schools for over ten years, taking in the dialect has still 
turned into a test for the majority of them. In the meantime in rivaling the present place of 
employment openings and with alternate competitors who are educated in 'private English medium 
schools', these understudies confront more difficulties and in the meantime they have come to 
comprehend the benefit of learning and being conversant in the English dialect. Since all the Higher 
National Diplomas offered at the said initiate are directed in the English medium and additionally 
alternate Diplomas and degrees offered by other instructive bodies, locally and universally, the 
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understudies have come to comprehend that English is a standout amongst the most required devices 
to exceed expectations and prevail in scholarly undertakings. They additionally comprehend that 
English is an 'absolute necessity have' for outside openings for work, for worldwide correspondence 
and for worldwide instruction also. In this manner the scientist has explored understudy points of view 
on learning English under four piercing regions specifically; learning English for as a pathway for 
achievement in Academic undertakings, as a pathway for getting universal openings for work, as a 
method for encouraging worldwide correspondence and as a medium for accomplishing worldwide 
training.

LEARNING/TEACHING ENGLISH IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD
 In the majority of the creating nations learning and showing English as an outside dialect has 
confronted numerous dangerous issues because of the understudy recognitions on the dialect. They 
have been visually impaired towards their future prospects and have given the need to learn English 
just to pass examinations. Numerous understudies climb the stepping stools of their particular 
instructive vocations by taking in the essential subjects in their primary language or a dialect in which 
they are capable, overlooking or giving careful consideration to English dialect. However with the 
present patterns, capability in English has turned into an absolute necessity making progress toward 
profession and self-improvement.
 The view of improvement can vary crosswise over countries and societies. The general view is 
that it is the diminishment of destitution which fuses the upgrade of human rights, all inclusive 
opportunity and confidence (Markee 2002, Coleman 2010).This infers the general prosperity of the 
individual, financially, physically, socially and mentally. 
 Training all in all contributes massively to the advancement of people and nations. Each subject 
in the school educational programs, including English has a noteworthy part to play in this procedure. 
This view is outlined by Ekpoki (2009) who expresses that the objective destinations of Millennium 
Developmental Goals(United Nations-2010) are immature nations, a significant number of which 
regard English as a specialized apparatus because of the multilingual idea of their societies and social 
orders. He watches that English assumes a vital part in supporting countries to connect with these 
Millennium Developmental Goals and to accomplish them.
 As indicated by Graddol (2000) English is the dialect of worldwide economy, global managing an 
account, most logical distributions, publicizing for prominent brands, web interchanges, and universal 
law. As per Seidlhofer (2003), English is the dialect of science, innovation and financial aspects around 
the world. Inquires about like Grin(2001) show that pay rates increment with capability in English. The 
present patterns of globalization urge the vagrant laborers to search for better paid occupations abroad 
fundamentally in English talking nations like USA, UK, Australia and Canada. The multinational. 
 organizations opening branches in creating nations because of shoddy work request laborers to 
have some capability in English. As Hasman states (2004), English has an imperative part in the 21st 
century since governments, ventures, companies and universal associations require the dialect to 
succeed. Coleman (2010) gives the part of English being developed more or less: English for 
employability, English for universal joint effort, English for access to research and data, English as an 
unbiased dialect and English for encouraging worldwide versatility of understudies, visitors and 
laborers.

LEARNING ENGLISH FOR SUCCESS IN ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
 Everywhere throughout the world, in a large portion of the nations, English is the medium of 
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guideline for a significant number of the subjects educated in schools, or English Language is instructed 
as a subject. The significance of English untruths in passing examinations as well as in inquiring about 
books and web as well (Graham 1987). Hansman (2004) fights that English is built up as the dialect of 
science and innovation and it has turned into the dialect of web since 90 percent of data in electronic 
frameworks are put away in English. As indicated by gem (2006) English still assumes a prevailing part, 
contrasted with different dialects .
 With the expanding number of understudy relocation, Coleman (2010) states that around forty 
five percent of understudies the world over investigation in USA, UK, Australia and Canada. Everywhere 
throughout the world, even in non-English talking nations, the most mainstream remote dialect is 
English for some understudies. Indeed, even in numerous Universities around the globe, the medium of 
guideline is English for a considerable lot of the courses advertised. Hence the capability in English is 
required. As a prerequisite to go into these Universities, the remote understudies need taken a global 
English dialect test, for example, TOEFL (Test of English as an outside Language) or IELTS (International 
English Language Testing System)

LEARNING ENGLISH FOR OBTAINING INTERNATIONAL JOB OPPORTUNITIES
 Employability can be seen as the capacity to land a position, keep up it or get another one 
(Kirubahar et al., 2010). There is a cozy connection amongst English and Employability. 21st century is 
described by globalization of economies and high occupation portability. Along these lines there is a 
pattern for a more positive connection amongst English and employability. In the vast majority of the 
outside and recently industrialized nations like china, Japan and India, a large number of non-local 
speakers of English are utilized and English is winding up more critical and essential at work 
 As Warschauer (2000) watches, numerous non-local speakers of English need to utilize English 
in work environments for introductions, transactions and global coordinated effort. English assumes a 
focal part since it goes about as a connection dialect among transient laborers
 Numerous universal organizations and associations pay the best pay rates for laborers who are 
bilingual. In China for instance, capability in English helps locate a superior paid activity (Cortazzi and Jin 
1996). Correspondingly, Kossoudji (1988) shows that in the United States, insufficiency in English 
negatively affects transient laborers, where they tend to pay bring down pay rates. 
 The present place of employment advertise for both transient and global specialists is 
exceedingly focused because of the vast number of laborers who are capable in English. There is an 
expanding accentuation on English at the working environments and even exceptional courses are 
intended to enhance English for experts, for example, specialists, specialists, nurture, the individuals 
who are in the fields of aeronautics, farming and so on. Along these lines the interest for English dialect 
is high since individuals know about its significance for work portability, mingling and travel.

Learning English for facilitating international communication.
 As a worldwide dialect, over the world, English is utilized by numerous individuals as a local 
dialect (ENL), second dialect (ESL), a remote dialect (EFL) or most widely used language (ELF). Kachru 
(1992) orders the utilization of English into the internal, external and extending circles. The inward 
circle is comprised of the individuals who utilize English as a local dialect like UK, USA, Ireland, Australia 
and New Zealand. The external circle incorporates region countries who utilize English as an official 
dialect however it is a second dialect to its nationals. This incorporates nations like, India, Pakistan, 
Nigeria, Philippines and South Africa. In the extending circle English has no official part yet is critical for 
business. Nations like, China, Japan and rest of the nations fall into this segment. In this manner it 
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legitimizes the status of English around the world. 
 Hansman (2004) watches that one out of five individuals on the planet communicate in English 
and 85 percent of sends are in English. As indicated by him, pilots, administrators, visitors, pop vocalists, 
performers, and numerous different celebrated faculty who talk different dialects utilize English to 
speak with associates. Jenkins (2006) states that English is a methods for worldwide correspondence 
crosswise over semantic limits. In the meantime, the most prevalent worldwide movies, music and 
even TV slots are in English. Other than these, numerous radio stations, magazines, daily papers and 
diaries are additionally in English. Along these lines it has effectively clarified that English is the 
conspicuous dialect for worldwide correspondence.

English as a medium for achieving global education 
 Improvement joins individual upgrade. Learning is a power in increasing positive mental self 
portrait and certainty. A worldwide instruction prepares for such information and engages 
understudies with diverse mindfulness, worldwide issues, all inclusive qualities, authority abilities and 
experiential learning (Focho, 2010). Roux (2001) states that understudies must know about 
conventions and convictions which are not quite the same as their own. Such understanding facilitates 
multifaceted co-task, resistance and peace. The human qualities connected for the entire universe 
incorporate truth, trustworthiness, adore, forfeit, diligent work, and taking a stab at greatness. These 
components add to peace and advancement. The objective of worldwide instruction ought to be to 
create social obligation and worldwide citizenship (Merrified and Kai, 2004). The English class in any 
school or an establishment is a perfect place for creating in advance of specified information. 
Fascinating themes taken from worldwide issues can be utilized as a part of understudies' perusing, 
composing, talking and listening exercises. Exercises and subjects like, banters about, blurb 
introductions, discourses, exposition composing could be utilized for such reason. In say more or less, 
there are numerous purposes behind considering that English is profitable for understudies. It 
encourages them to make scholarly progress, to discover business, empowers them to impart 
universally and gives them a more extensive point of view on worldwide issues.

METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH
 This overview inspected the view of a class of 43 understudies who take after the Higher 
National Diploma in English. The class comprises of three young men and forty young ladies going from 
20-23 years. (The quantity of young men in the class itself uncovers the sexual orientation astute 
enthusiasm for learning English). These are last year understudies who take after particular subjects in 
English. They have 12 long periods of study every week and have constrained chances to communicate 
in English out of the classroom. Information on understudy impression of learning English for individual 
and vocation improvement were gathered utilizing an organized poll (Annexure 1) planned by the 
specialist. Portrayals for the survey were created under four distinct components talked about in 
advance of. The poll utilized a scale expecting respondents to look over four choices to show the level of 
their recognition. Reactions were reviewed from 4 to 1. (Extremely incredible degree, awesome 
degree, little degree, next to no degree). The mean for every portrayal for all respondents was gotten by 
summing the numerical estimation of each and partitioning by the quantity of respondents. After 
entire class, gathering and individual talks in addition to exercises, assist information was gathered by 
observing class investment, state of mind towards homework, and scores in assignments. Immediate 
and aberrant strategy for perception has additionally been utilized inside and outside the classroom 
condition .The investigation occurred amid June 2013 to June 2014. Additional exercises were intended 
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to build understudy inspiration in learning of English. Such exercises included gathering dialogs, web 
seeks, uncovered, verbal confrontations, meets, and expositions on the four primary research 
questions said above. A few points are specified in Annexure 2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 The reactions to the surveys when making them mindful of the significance of English, were 
broke down as beneath. The information on understudy discernments on learning English for scholastic 
achievement show that understudies' perspectives of English as imperative for scholarly achievement 
fortified on every one of the things. The most vital part of English for the understudies was 
accomplishment in exams and empowering advancement to next semester of studies. With respect to 
concentrate abroad numerous understudies initially were demotivated as a result of the poor 
monetary status of their folks. In any case, after discourses with them, they perceived that they could 
apply for grants for colleges where the medium of direction would be English. Perspectives here were 
fortified by 30 percent. In connection to library and web investigate, they had comprehended that 
English is an absolute necessity however these days a few programming projects are accessible in 
Sinhala dialect. After a dialog the view fortified by 11 percent.
 As to learning English for getting outside openings for work, the understudies did not have an 
unmistakable thoughts in the matter of how this would help in finding a vocation abroad with the 
subjects they had learnt. In any case, after a mindfulness meeting this reinforced by 25 percent 
 The closest purpose behind the understudies to not to look for universal business is that, living 
in provincial zones and originating from bring down white collar class families, they don't have 
confidence in doing global occupations. A not very many understudies wanted to be a worldwide 
ambassador or take part in some other global business. A significant number of the understudies 
needed to pass the examinations, get their confirmations, finish a degree and complete a nearby 
activity and gain a living.
 Concerning recognitions on learning English for worldwide correspondence, it created the 
impression that for the greater part of them English is critical for speaking with non local speakers, 
sitting in front of the TV slots, tuning in to prominent music and the biggest increment in observations 
was on viewing mainstream motion pictures. In exchange with understudies, the greater part of the 
understudies uncovered that they comprehend the estimation of formal, Standard English. In spite of 
the fact that they utilize English for long range interpersonal communication, they acknowledge that 
the dialect that they utilize isn't the standard 
 The outcomes in regards to the observations on learning English for worldwide training 
demonstrated that a large portion of the understudies did not have any information on human qualities 
around the globe, yet in the wake of examining writing in English, they uncovered that it enhanced their 
insight on human qualities altogether. In the meantime, when the scientist had discourses with 
understudies, they uncovered that, before following the course, they never watched worldwide news 
or some other media. In any case, when following the course, they needed to watch them with a 
specific end goal to do their assignments, which cleared them the method for understanding the dialect 
better.

Motivation 
 An agenda was utilized to screen understudy support to record the understudies who took part 
orally, who completed composed errands in class and who turned in the assignments and ventures on 
time. This was completed for three semesters. Also, the outcomes indicate semester by semester. In 
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semester one, low inspiration was seen in their poor exhibitions in class. In any case, slow change 
occurred. Understudies' oral interest was 26 percent in semester 1 and it enhanced to 64 percent in 
semester 2, which demonstrated a tremendous change in semester 3 which was 91 percent. To 
enhance their inspiration, exercises, for example, sensations, uncovered, utilization of web, tuning in to 
TV and radio clasps, meetings and directing a talking club with coordinated effort of British Council, 
Kandy, were utilized.

CONCLUSIONS 
 Toward the fulfillment of the examination, it was discovered that three territories were more 
huge for the understudies in learning English: learning English for advancement to next semester, for 
concentrate in a Sri Lankan University for additionally ponders, and for speaking with non-Students 
came to comprehend that one individual in each five on the planet communicates in English. 
(Hansman, 2004) local speakers. The understudies effectively took after addresses in the 'Powerful 
Communication Skills' address than previously. In the above subject the talking aptitudes and exercises 
are done to enhance understudies talking capacity. After the mindfulness talk, they excitedly sat tight 
for sensations, pretends, dramas and particularly for exchanges on current issues. In the zones with 
minimum changes, for example, learning English for outside business, the understudies were in the 
view that anyway great they are in English, just the offspring of the rich would improve risks in such 
regions. 
 Before the finish of the exploration program, the understudies had obtained an a more uplifting 
demeanor on learning English for various purposes. The part of the instructing approach in making the 
understudies mindful of learning English for various purposes can't be disregarded in light of the fact 
that the exercises to inspire understudies to learn English and in addition to make them mindful of 
various reasons for learning English have been overlooked by numerous educators and speakers 
because of troublesome educating conditions. Aside from accomplishment in examinations and course 
targets, educators or speakers ought to teach the understudies on accomplishing individual objectives 
and the significance of English in accomplishing individual objectives and profession objectives. 
 Hence if English encourages understudies to advance scholastically, it will land them great 
positions and enable them to prepare themselves by and by and socially. Along these lines learning 
English assumes a vital part in an understudy's close to home and social life.
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